This paper provides a novel method to quantitatively assess the resilience of communities at various scales. The proposed method is based on the PEOPLES framework and it takes an indicator-based approach as an engine for its algorithm. PEOPLES is a framework for identifying the different resilience aspects of a community and for providing new ways through which the decision makers can take actions. The framework comprises seven dimensions, each of which is the collection of more specific components and indicators. Each indicator is accompanied with a measure allowing the analytical computation of the indicator's performance. The measures are presented in the form of continuous functions whose parameters can be analytically obtained. The output of the methodology is a performance function for each indicator and a resilience index for the whole community. A case study illustrating the application of the methodology is also provided in the paper.
INTRODUCTION
Community resilience has become one of the primary concerns for decision makers due to the increasing number of natural and man-made disasters. Resilience itself is not limited to one disciplinary but rather it is a multidisciplinary subject. According to Bruneau et al. (2003) , the resilience of a system depends on its serviceability performance. The serviceability performance (Q) ranges from 0 % to 100 %, where 100% and 0% imply full availability and non-availability of services, respectively. The occurrence of a disaster at time t0 causes damage to the system and this produces an instant drop in the system's serviceability (ΔQ). Afterward, the system is restored to its initial state over the recovery period (t1-t0). The loss of resilience is considered equivalent to the quality degradation of the system over the recovery period. Mathematically, it is defined as:
where LOR is the loss-in-resilience measure, t0 is the time at which a disastrous event occurs, t1 is the time at which the system recovers to 100% of its initial serviceability, Q(t) is the serviceability of the system at a given time t.
In a highly interconnected world, impacts from events are significantly amplified. This makes measuring resilience one of the most demanding tasks. Several solutions for measuring resilience are available in the literature (Cimellaro 2016; Cimellaro at al. 2016; Cimellaro et al. 2014) . Liu et al. (2017) introduced a method that combines dynamic modelling with resilience analysis. Interdependent critical infrastructures have been analyzed using that method by performing a numerical analysis for the resilience conditions in terms of design, operation, and control for a given failure scenario. Kammouh et al. (2017b) have introduced a quantitative method to assess the resilience at the state level based on the Hyogo Framework for Action (UNISDR 2011). The approach introduced was an evolution of the risk assessment concept. The resilience of 37 countries has been evaluated and a resilience score between 0 and 100 has been assigned to each of the countries (Kammouh et al. 2017a) . Cutter et al. (2014) reported that research on measuring community resilience is still in the early stages of development (Cutter et al. 2014) . Although many attempts have been made to consolidate research on community resilience (e.g. (Twigg 2009 ), (Norris et al. 2008) , (Cutter et al. 2010) ), no accepted method exists so far and there are still difficulties in developing concrete assessment approaches (Abeling et al. 2014) . This paper introduces an indicator-based method to compute the resilience of urban communities based on the PEOPLES framework . PEOPLES is a multilayered framework composed of a large set of components and indicators. The proposed method is deterministic and requires data on past earthquake events for its implementation. The result of the method is a resilience index and a performance function for the community. As a case study, the resilience of the physical infrastructure aspect of the city of San Francisco city has been evaluated using the proposed tool.
THE METHODOLOGY: INDICATOR-BASED APPROACH TO MEASURE COMMUNITY RESILIENCE BASED ON THE PEOPLES FRAMEWORK
PEOPLES is a holistic framework for defining and measuring disaster resilience for a community at various scales. The framework is composed of seven dimensions covering all community aspects. Each dimension comprises a set of components that tackle the details of the dimension. In its current version, PEOPLES does not identify a clear procedure to quantitatively compute resilience, but rather a qualitative assessment and description of resilience. The goal of this paper is to use the structure of PEOPLES framework to come up with a quantitative framework that allows evaluating the resilience of communities. To do so, a large number of indicators available in literature have been collected and then allocated to the PEOPLES' components, creating a condensed list of 115 indicators. The full list of the components and indicators is provided in Appendix A. A quality control has been performed to insure the consistency of the used indicators. A single measure is assigned to each indicator to make it quantifiable. Each measure is normalized with respect to a fixed quantity, the standard value (SV). The standard value is an essential quantity that provides the baseline to measure the resilience of a system (or indicator). The system's existing serviceability at any instance of time is compared with the standard value to know how much serviceability deficiency has been experienced by the system. In addition, two types of measures are identified: static measures (S), assigned to the measures that are not affected by the disastrous event, and dynamic measure (D) or event-sensitive measures, assigned to the measures whose values change after a disaster takes place. Each measure is defined using a continuous function to allow identifying the performance of the corresponding indicator during an interval of time following a disaster event. Finally, the indicators are weighted according to their relevance and importance, and then aggregated into a single serviceability function for the whole community. The community resilience is then evaluated by simply integrating the area below the serviceability function for a given period of time.
Weighting factors
Each of the components, sub-components, and indicators is given an importance factor (I) ranging from 1 to 3, where 1 means low importance and 3 means high importance. This factor represents the extent to which a variable (component, sub-component, or indicator) contributes towards achieving resilience. There are several ways to choose the importance factor of a measure: it can be an expert decision or it can come from an interdependency analysis.
For the purpose of the study, the variables of PEOPLES are classified into three major groups as follows:
where Wi is the weighting factor of element i, Ii is the importance factor of element i, j is the number of elements in the studied group.
Deriving the final resilience curve
After obtaining the weighting factors, a serviceability function is built for each variable: uniform function for event-sensitive measures "static measures", and non-uniform function for event-non-sensitive measures "dynamic measures", as shown in Figure 1 . The serviceability function can be defined using a set of parameters that mark the outline of the serviceability function (e.g. initial serviceability q0, post disaster serviceability q1, restoration time Tr, recovered serviceability qf). These parameters can be obtained from the past events and/or by performing a hazard analysis specific to each variable. Afterwards, all serviceability functions are weighted based on their contribution in the resilience assessment using the weighting factors described before. Figure 2 provides a schematic representation of the introduced methodology. The average of the weighted serviceability functions of the variables in the same group is considered to move to an upper layer. That is, to obtain the serviceability function of component i, the average of the weighted serviceability functions of the indicators under component i is considered. Similarly, to obtain the serviceability function of dimension i, the average of the weighted serviceability functions of the components under dimension i is considered. Finally, the serviceability function of the community is the average of the weighted serviceability functions of the seven dimensions. The resilience index of the community is then evaluated as the area under the final serviceability function using Equation 1. 
CASE STUDY
The resilience of the city of San Francisco is evaluated using the proposed resilience method. The case study intends to show the applicability of the proposed methodology and not the actual evaluation of the resilience of San Francisco. The 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, with a moment magnitude of 6.9, has been considered as the disaster event.. Only one of the PEOPLES dimensions, namely Physical Infrastructure, has been considered for the sake of simplification. Table 1 shows the extended list of the components and indicators within the dimension 'Physical Infrastructure'. Each indicator is linked to a measure that describes the indicator numerically. Each measure is defined using a set of parameters:
• Importance factor (I): a value between 1 and 3 representing the contribution of the indicator towards the resilience output; • Indicator nature (Nat): the indicators are classified according to their nature: "Static (S)", assigned to the measures that are not affected by the disastrous event, and "Dynamic (D)" or event-sensitive measures, assigned to the measures whose values change after a hazard takes place; • Un-normalized serviceability before the event (q0u): is the un-normalized initial serviceability of the measure;
• Standard value (SV): represents the optimal quantity for the indicator in order to be considered as fully resilient; • Normalized serviceability before the event (q0): is the normalized initial serviceability of the measure. It is obtained by dividing the un-normalized serviceability q0u over the standard value SV; • Serviceability after the event (q1): The residual serviceability after the disaster.
This quantity should be normalized with respect to SV; • Serviceability after recovery (qr): it is the recovered serviceability, which can be equal, higher, or lower than the initial serviceability (q0). In this paper, the recovered serviceability qr is assumed equal to the initial serviceability q0; • Restoration time (Tr): it is the time needed to finish the recovery process. This value is usually determined using probabilistic or statistical approaches.
In this study, the parameters were determined using open database sources (see notes under Table 1 ), which offer data for all cities across the US. Restoration fragility curves recently developed by Kammouh and Cimellaro (2017) have been used to determine the restoration time for the different variables. In their work, they have introduced an empirical probabilistic model to estimate the downtime of lifelines following an earthquake. Different restoration functions were derived for different earthquake magnitudes using a large earthquake set that contains data on the downtime of affected infrastructures.
Data collection was the most challenging part of the analysis since data about the serviceability of community systems is scares and not shareable with the public. However, this does not imply that data is not available but rather is not accessible. Interested parties, such as decision makers and authorities, can use the framework with its full potential since data is usually available to them. -Note: q0u = the initial serviceability; SV = the standard value; q0 = the initial normalized serviceability; q1 = post disaster serviceability; qr= the recovered serviceability; Tr = the restoration time. The serviceability functions of the measures under a certain component are combined point by point into a single serviceability function, taking into account their weighting factors. The weighting factors of the analyzed components are presented in Table 1 . The serviceability function of each component (i.e. facilities and lifeline) is obtained by computing the average of the derived serviceability functions of all measures that belong to the underlying component. Similarly, the serviceability function of the dimension 'physical infrastructure' was derived by computing the average of the weighted serviceability functions of the corresponding components (i.e. facilities and lifelines). The loss of resilience of the physical infrastructure has been evaluated using Eq. (1). The time interval for the resilience evaluation was considered from the time that the event occurs (t0=0) until the end of full recovery (i.e. the time corresponding to the instance where the curve reaches its predisaster level; tr=700 days). The control time Tc can take any value and is determined based on the user's period of interest. In this example, Tc is assumed equal to tr.
The loss of resilience LOR is computed as the area above the serviceability curve for the time interval (0 to 700 days), normalized with respect to Tc. The LOR value obtained is 25.6%, which corresponds only to the physical infrastructure dimension of the community. In order to have a resilience index for the whole community, the serviceability functions of other dimensions have to be similarly evaluated and to be combined in the same way. It is also interesting to compare the resilience of the two components facilities and lifelines. From Figure 3 , it is clear that the city of San Francisco has more problems in facilities (LOR=31.29%) than lifelines (LOR=21.85%). In this case, it is suggested that the authorities focus more on enhancing the facilities as the benefit they would get is higher. 
CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a novel indicator-based method to compute the resilience of communities. The significance of the proposed methodology lies in its graphical representation that helps authorities take proper actions to improve their resilience. While all previous works generally provide a single index to measure community resilience, the proposed method indicates in details whether the resilience deficiency is caused by the system's lack of robustness or by the slow restoration process. The proposed method identifies where exactly resources should be spent to efficiently improve resilience. The proposed resilience assessment method can serve as an initial tool for decision makers to evaluate the disaster resilience of their communities. Future work will focus more on the interdependency between indicators.
